We describe a general method for turning quantum circuits into sparse quantum subsystem codes. Using this prescription, we can map an arbitrary stabilizer code into a new subsystem code with the same distance and number of encoded qubits but where all the generators have constant weight, at the cost of adding some ancilla qubits. With an additional overhead of ancilla qubits, the new code can also be made spatially local.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse quantum error-correcting codes obey the simple constraint that only a constant number of qubits need to be measured at a time to extract syndrome bits. Considerable effort has been devoted to studying sparse quantum codes, most notably in the context of topological quantum error correction [1] . This effort is driven by the fact that the sparsity constraint is quite natural physically, and existing fault-tolerant thresholds [2] and overheads [3] are optimized when the underlying code is sparse. Despite this effort, finding families of good sparse quantum codes -i.e. codes with asymptotically constant rate and relative distance -remains an open problem, in stark contrast to the situation for classical codes (see e.g. [4] ).
Quantum subsystem codes [5] form a broad generalization of standard stabilizer codes where a subset of logical qubits is sacrificed to allow for extra gauge degrees of freedom. The two principle advantages of subsystem codes are that the measurements needed to extract syndrome information are in general sparser and the errors only need to be corrected modulo gauge freedom, which often improves fault-tolerance thresholds [6] .
In this paper, we consider a general recipe that constructs a sparse quantum subsystem code for every Clifford quantum circuit. The new code resembles the circuit in that the layout of the circuit is replaced with new qubits in place of the inputs and outputs of each of the circuit elements. The gauge generators are localized to the region around the erstwhile circuit elements, and thus the sparsity s of the new code is constant when the circuit is composed of few-qubit gates.
When the circuit is a special form of a fault-tolerant syndrome measurement circuit for a "base" quantum stabilizer code encoding k qubits with distance d, then the new sparse subsystem code inherits the k and d parameters of the base code. We construct general fault-tolerant circuits of the requisite special form, and from this we show how every stabilizer code can be mapped into a sparse subsystem code with the same k and d as the original base code.
The number of physical qubits n required for the new code is roughly the circuit size, and this can be chosen to be proportional to the sum of the weights of the original stabilizer generators if we do not insist on spatial locality of the circuit elements. This result is summarized in our main theorem.
Theorem 1. Given any [n 0 , k 0 , d 0 ] quantum stabilizer code with stabilizer generators of weight w 1 , . . . , w n 0 −k 0 , there is an associated [n, k, d] quantum subsystem code whose gauge generators have weight O(1) and where k = k 0 , d = d 0 , and n = O(n 0 + i w i ). This mapping is constructive given the stabilizer generators of the base code.
The proof is in Section V. It involves applying our circuit-to-code construction, as well as a new fault-tolerant measurement gadget that uses expander graphs. While expander graphs have played an important role in classical error correction, to our knowledge this is their first use in quantum error correction.
We then demonstrate the power of Theorem 1 by applying it to two natural scenarios: first to concatenated codes and then to spatially local codes. By applying our construction to concatenated stabilizer codes, we obtain families of sparse subsystem codes with by far the best distance to date. The previous best distance for a sparse quantum code was due to Freedman, Meyer, and Luo [7] , who constructed a family of stabilizer codes encoding a single logical qubit having minimum distance d = O( √ n log n). Our construction provides for the following improvement in parameters.
Theorem 2. Quantum error correcting subsystem codes exist with gauge generators of weight O(1) and minimum distance d = n 1− where = O(1/ √ log n).
It is natural to ask if our construction can also be made spatially local. By spatially local we mean that all of the qubits can be arranged on the vertices of a square lattice in D dimensions with each gauge generator having support in a region of size O (1) . Incorporating spatial locality is indeed also possible, though it will in general increase the size of the circuit we use, and hence the total number of qubits in the subsystem code. Although the spatial locality constraint comes at the cost of decreased performance in the rate and relative distance, this scaling of the distance is nearly optimal. Several upper bounds have been proven about the parameters of spatially local subsystem codes in D dimensions. For this case, Bravyi and Terhal [8] have shown that d ≤ O(n 1−1/D ). Our codes nearly saturate this bound and have the virtue that they are in general constructive. In particular, our codes in D = 3 dimensions already improve on the previous best results (by Ref. [7] again) for arbitrary sparse codes and achieve d = n 2/3− for = O(1/ √ log n). Furthermore, for the class of local commuting projector codes in D dimensions (a class that generalizes stabilizer codes, but does not contain general subsystem codes), Bravyi, Poulin, and Terhal [9] have shown the inequality kd 2/(D−1) ≤ O(n). It is open whether a similar upper bound holds for subsystem codes, but a corollary of our main results is that there are spatially local subsystem codes for every D ≥ 2 that obey kd 2/(D−1) ≥ Ω(n).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the theory of subsystem codes and the prior art. We define the construction for our codes in Section III and review the relevant properties of the construction in Section IV. Those sections provide a proof of Theorem 1 conditional on the existence of certain fault-tolerant circuits for measuring stabilizer-code syndromes, which we subsequently show exist in Section V, thus completing the proof. Sections VI and VII are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 respectively, and we conclude with a discussion of open problems in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Quantum Subsystem Codes
For a system of n qubits, we can consider the group P n of all n-fold tensor products of singlequbit real-valued Pauli operators {I, X, iY, Z} and including the phases {±1}. A stabilizer code (see e.g. [10] ) is the joint +1 eigenspace of a group of commuting Pauli operators S = S 1 , . . . , S l , where the S i label a generating set for the group. (To avoid trivial codes, we require that −I ∈ S.) If each of the l generators are independent, then the code space is 2 k -dimensional where k = n − l, and there exist k pairs of logical operators which generate a group L = X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X k , Z k . In general, the logical group is isomorphic to N (S)/S where N (S) is the normalizer of S in P n , meaning the set of all Paulis that commute with S as a set. The logical group is isomorphic to P k , meaning that for each logical operator in L we have that [L i , L j ] = 0 for all i = j, and X i Z i = −Z i X i for all i. The fact that L ⊆ N (S) means that [L i , S j ] = 0 for all S j ∈ S. The weight of a Pauli operator is the number of non-identity tensor factors, and the distance of a code is the weight of the minimum weight element among all possible non-trivial logical operators (i.e. those which are not pure stabilizers).
A subsystem code [5, 11] is a generalization of a stabilizer code where we ignore some of the logical qubits and treat them as "gauge" degrees of freedom. More precisely, in a subsystem code the stabilized subspace H S further decomposes into a tensor product H S = H L ⊗ H G , where by convention we still require that H L is a 2 k -dimensional space, and the space H G contains the unused logical qubits called gauge qubits. The gauge qubits give rise to a gauge group G generated by former logical operators G i (which obey the Pauli algebra commutation relations for a set of qubits) together with the stabilizer operators. We note that −I is always in the gauge group, assuming that there is at least one gauge qubit. The logical operators in a subsystem code are given by L = N (G) and still preserve the code space. The center of the gauge group Z(G) is defined to be the subgroup of all elements in G that commute with everything in G. Since Z(G) contains −I, it cannot be the set of stabilizers for any nontrivial subspace. Instead we define the stabilizer subgroup S to be isomorphic to Z(G)/{±I}. Concretely, if Z(G) has generators −I, S 1 , . . . , S l then we define the stabilizer group to be 1 S 1 , . . . , l S l for some arbitrary choice of 1 , . . . , l ∈ {±1}.
A classic example of a subsystem code is the Bacon-Shor code [12] having physical qubits on the vertices of an L × L lattice (so n = L 2 ). The gauge group is generated by neighboring pairs of XX and ZZ operators across the horizontal and vertical links respectively. The logical quantum information is encoded by a string of X operators along a horizontal line and a string of Z operators along a vertical line, and the code distance is L = √ n.
We differentiate between two types of logical operators in a subsystem code: bare logical operators are those that act trivially on the gauge qubits, while dressed logical operators may in general act nontrivially on both the logical and gauge qubits. In other words, the bare logical group is N (G)/S while the dressed logical group is N (S)/S. The distance of a subsystem code is the minimum weight among all nontrivial dressed logical operators, i.e. min{|g| : g ∈ N (S) − S}. We say that a code is a [n, k, d] code if it uses n physical qubits to encode k logical qubits and has distance d.
B. Sparse Quantum Codes and Related Work
The sparsity of a code is defined with respect to a given set of gauge generators. If each generator has weight at most s g and each qubit partakes in at most s q generators, then we define s = max{s g , s q } and say the code is s-sparse. We call a code family simply sparse if s = O(1).
The most important examples of sparse codes are topological stabilizer codes, also called homology codes because of their relation to homology theory. The archetype for this code family is Kitaev's toric code [13] , which encodes k = O(1) qubits and has minimum distance d = O( √ n) (although it can correct a constant fraction of random errors). It is known that 2D homological codes obey d ≤ O( √ n) [14] . Many other important examples of such codes are known; see Ref. [1] for a survey. The discovery of subsystem codes [5, 11] led to the study of sparse subsystem codes, first in the context of topological subsystem codes, of which there are now many examples [12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, these codes are all concerned with the case k = O(1).
Work on codes with large k initially focused on random codes, where it was shown that random stabilizers have k, d ∝ n [23] [24] [25] , and more recently that short random circuits generate good codes [26] . There are also known constructive examples of good stabilizer codes such as those constructed by Ashikhmin, Litsyn, and Tsfasman [27] and others [28] [29] [30] [31] . All of these codes have stabilizer generators with weight ∝ n, however.
A growing body of work has made simultaneous improvement on increasing k and d while keeping the code sparse. The best distance achievable with a sparse code is due to Freedman, Meyer and Luo [7] , encoding a single qubit with distance O( √ n log n). A different construction called hypergraph product codes by Tillich and Zémor [32] achieves a distance of O( √ n) but with constant rate. These codes, like the toric code, can still correct a constant fraction of random errors [33] but they abandon spatial locality in general. Some notion of spatial locality can be recovered by working with more exotic geometries than a simple cubic lattice in Euclidean space. Zémor constructed a family of hyperbolic surface codes with constant rate and logarithmic distance [34] ; see also [35] . Guth and Lubotzky [36] have improved this by constructing sparse codes with constant rate and d = O(n 3/10 ). These codes and those of Ref. [7] live most naturally on cellulations of Riemannian manifolds with non-Euclidean metrics and unfortunately cannot be embedded into a cubic lattice in D ≤ 3 without high distortion.
The Bacon-Shor codes [12] mentioned in the previous section were generalized by Bravyi [37] to yield a family of sparse subsystem codes encoding k ∝ √ n qubits while still respecting the geometric locality of the gauge generators in D = 2 dimensions and maintaining the distance d = √ n. This is an example of how subsystem codes can outperform stabilizer codes under spatial locality constraints, since two-dimensional stabilizer codes were proven in [37] to satisfy kd 2 ≤ O(n) (which generalizes [9] in D dimensions to kd 2/(D−1) ≤ O(n)). Bravyi [37] has also shown that all spatially local subsystem codes in D = 2 dimensions obey the bound kd ≤ O(n) for D = 2 and so this scaling is optimal for two dimensions. A family of O( √ n)-sparse codes called homological product codes, due to Bravyi and Hastings [38] , leverage random codes with added structure to create good stabilizer codes with a nontrivial amount of sparsity, but no spatial locality of the generators. By way of comparison, classical sparse codes exist that are able to achieve linear rate and distance, and can be encoded and decoded from a constant fraction of errors in linear time [39] .
III. CONSTRUCTING THE CODES
In this section we describe how our new codes are constructed. Our codes are built from existing stabilizer codes, and indeed our construction can be thought of as a recipe for sparsifying stabilizer codes. Our requirements for the initial base code are described in Section III A. Then our construction is presented in Section III B.
A. The Base Code and Error-Detecting Circuits
Our code begins with an initial code called C 0 which is a stabilizer code with stabilizer group S 0 . By a slight abuse of notation, we use C 0 to also refer to the actual code space. It uses n 0 qubits to encode k 0 logical qubits with distance d 0 . Assume that there exists an error-detecting circuit consisting of the following elements:
• A total of n a ancilla qubits initialized in the |0 state.
• A total of n 0 data qubits.
• A Clifford unitary U ED applied to the data qubits and ancillas.
• Single-qubit postselections onto the |0 state.
Denote the resulting operator V ED . By ordering the qubits appropriately we have
This satisfies V † ED V ED ≤ I automatically.
This means that it always accepts states in C 0 and always rejects states orthogonal to C 0 , assuming no errors occur while running the circuit. In other words,
We allow the initializations and postselections to occur at staggered times across the circuit, so that the circuit is not simply a rectangular block in general. Describing this in sufficient detail for our purposes necessitates introducing somewhat cumbersome notation. The ith qubit is input or initialized at time T in i and output or measured at time T out i . All initializations, postselections, and elementary gates take place at half-integer time steps. Thus, a single-qubit gate acting at time, say, t = 2.5, can be thought of as mapping the state from time t = 2 to t = 3. The total depth of the circuit is then max i T out i − min i T in i + 1. We defer a discussion of fault-tolerance in our circuits until Sec. V.
B. Localized codes
To construct our code, we place a physical qubit at each integer spacetime location in the circuit. Thus, each wire of the circuit now supports up to T physical qubits, and in general the ith wire will hold T out i − T in i + 1 physical qubits. Assume each T in i ≥ 0 and let T = max i T out i . Then each qubit is active for some subset of times {0, . . . , T }. In some of our analysis it will be convenient to pretend that each qubit is present for the entire time {0, . . . , T }, and that all initializations and measurements happen at times 0 and T respectively. During the "dummy" time steps the qubits are acted upon with identity gates. It is straightforward to see that the code properties (except for total number of physical qubits) are identical with or without these dummy time steps. Thus, we will present our proofs as though dummy qubits are present, but will perform our resource accounting without them.
Circuit element
Gauge generators
Dictionary for transforming circuit elements into generators of the gauge group. For every input and output of a circuit element in the left column, we add the corresponding generators from the right column, placed on the appropriate physical qubits. (This is the purpose of the η i t map in the main text.) We only list the gauge generators for the standard generators of the Clifford group, but the circuit identities of any Clifford circuit can be used instead. Pre-and postselections are special and have only one gauge generator associated to them.
We introduce the function η i t (P ) to denote placing a Pauli P at spacetime position (i, t). If P is a multi-qubit Pauli then we let η i (P ) or η t (P ) denote placing it either on row i coming from circuit qubit i or on column t corresponding to circuit time slice t. For a two-qubit gate U , we write η i,j t (U ) to mean that we place U at locations (i, t) and (j, t). When describing a block of qubits without this spacetime structure, we also use the more traditional notation of P i to denote Pauli P acting on position i: that is, P i := I ⊗i−1 ⊗ P ⊗ I ⊗n−i , where n is usually understood from context.
With this notation in hand, we define the gauge group of our codes. This is summarized in Table I , and defined more precisely below. The gauge group will have 2k generators per k-qubit gate and one for each measurement or initialization. Let U be a single qubit gate that acts on qubit i as it transitions from time t to time t + 1. Corresponding to this gate, we add the gauge generators
Similarly for a two-qubit gate U acting on qubits i, j at time t + 1/2, we add the generators
More generally, a k-qubit gate U acting on qubits i 1 , . . . , i k at time t + 1/2 has generators
For measurements or initializations of qubit i we add generators η i
respectively. An illustration of the mapping from the circuit to the code is given in Fig. 1 . , the open circles at integer time steps (j, t) are physical qubits of the subsystem code, while gates of the circuit are "syncopated" and live at half-integer time steps (j, t). The three sets of qubits in the dashed boxes labelled D, A, and M correspond to the input qubits for the base code, the ancillas, and the measurements (postselections) respectively. Note that time moves from right to left in our circuit diagram. For this circuit, for example, we have among others the gauge generators η 1 1 (X)η 2 1 (Z) and η 1 1 (Z)η 2 1 (X) because these are the circuit identities for the Hadamard gate at spacetime location (1, 3/2). Note also that we pad each line with identity gates to ensure that there are always an even number of gates on each line, which is important to maintain our code properties (see Section IV for details).
IV. CODE PROPERTIES
In this section we prove that our codes match-in the sense of Theorem 1-the performance of the base codes with respect to k and d. There are four intermediate steps. In Section IV A we explain the way in which our localized codes inherit the properties of the circuits used to build them. Then in Section IV B we will show that they inherit the properties of the original code used. Specifically we will show that the logical and stabilizer groups for the new code are in a sense isomorphic to the corresponding groups of the base code. Next, Section IV C will show that the new code inherits the distance properties of the original code if we build it using a fault-tolerant errordetecting circuit. Proving distance is usually the nontrivial part of any code construction, and ours is no exception. However, our approach allows us to import results from the significant literature on fault-tolerant quantum computing and derive distance bounds from them. Nevertheless, in order to make our result self-contained, Section V describes a general construction of fault-tolerant measurement gadgets (based on the DiVincenzo-Shor syndrome measurement scheme [40, 41] ) with the performance we need.
A. The circuit-code isomorphism
We describe first a change of basis for (3) that will be useful later. Let U t+1/2 denote the global unitary that is applied between time step t and time step t+1, i.e. the product of all gates occurring at time t + 1/2. Then we can rewrite (3) as
This is a massively overcomplete set of generators, some of which have high weight. But we will use it only in the analysis of the code, and will not measure the generators in (4) directly. However, this form is useful to show that every operator that acts on the physical qubits is gauge-equivalent to one that acts just on the qubits at the first time-step of the circuit. Because the action of the gauge group cleans up the circuit as we apply it, we call this the squeegee lemma.
Lemma 5 (The Squeegee Lemma). For any g ∈ P ⊗(T +1)(n 0 +na) there exists g ∈ P ⊗n 0 +na such that g η 0 (g ) ∈ G.
Proof: Say that g is localized to times ≤ t if g is in the image of η 0,...,t . Initially we can only say that g is localized to times ≤ T . We will prove that if g is localized to times ≤ t for t > 0 then there exists g localized to times ≤ t − 1 such that gg ∈ G. The lemma will follow by induction.
We will now construct g . Let g| t denote the restriction of g to time slice t. Define
Since η t (g| t ) cancels the slice-t component of g, g is localized to times ≤ t − 1. And by (4), we see that gg ∈ G.
Next, the set P n 0 +na is invariant under conjugation by Cliffords. Thus we can replace (4) with
where U ≤t+1/2 := U t+1/2 U t−1/2 · · · U 1/2 . We could equivalently take P to range over only the individual X and Z operators. This time, though, the action of U ≤t+1/2 would make the resulting operators still high weight. Thus the generators in (6) should also not be measured directly, but will be useful for proving certain operators are contained in G.
Overall the gauge group can be interpreted as representing the action of the error-detection circuit V ED . Each generator of the gauge group in (3) is meant to propagate a single Pauli through a single gate of the circuit. The generators in (4) and (6) correspond to propagating a column of Paulis through one time step of the circuit. More generally, we could consider the effects of the circuit on an arbitrary pattern of Paulis occurring throughout the circuit. Definition 6. Define a Pauli pattern (also sometimes called an error pattern) E to be a collection of Pauli matrices, one for each circuit location. Let E i,t denote the Pauli occurring at time t (assumed to be integer) and qubit i. We can interpret E either as a sequence of Paulis that occur at different times, or as the unitary
Armed with this definition, we can see one form of the isomorphism between a Clifford circuit V and the corresponding gauge group G with the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let G be the gauge group corresponding to a Clifford circuit V . For any error pattern E and any gauge pattern G (i.e. the Pauli pattern corresponding to an element of G) we have
Proof: By induction it suffices to consider the case when G is a single gauge generator of the form
Suppose that G corresponds to a single unitary gate at time t + 1/2 so that the only nonidentity G τ are for τ = t, t + 1. Then the expansions of V E and V GE differ only surrounding the gate U t+1/2 where they look like
respectively. But G t+1 and G t are not independent since they are in the gauge group. Namely,
, as can be seen from the defining equations (3). Then depending on whether E t+1 and G t+1 commute (+) or anticommute (−), we have
Thus V E and V GE differ by at most a sign. If G is the generator corresponding to an initialization or measurement, then the situation is similar. For a measurement, G = η i T (Z) and A f G = A f . For an initialization, G = η i 0 (Z) and we need to commute G past E 0 before it reaches the A i and is annihilated.
Since this covers a complete generating set, we conclude that (7) holds for all G ∈ G.
B. Characterizing the logical and stabilizer groups
Spackling
We can think of our codes as being based on the following primitive: for each section of wire between gates in a given quantum circuit, we simply replace that wire with a physical qubit. More precisely, we interpret each circuit element as consisting of a gate together with input and output wires, and allow adding explicit identity gates. We note that initializations only have output wires, while postselections only have input wires. For adjacent circuit elements, an output wire of the preceding element is identical to the input wire of the following element, to avoid double-counting.
The isomorphism between the base code and the new code is based on the operation of taking some Pauli operator on the circuit input, propagating it through to each time step of the circuit, and leaving a copy of the operator at each time step in the appropriate spacetime locations in the new code. We call this operation "spackling" because it resembles the process of spreading a line of putty over a 2-dimensional region and letting it dry in a site-specific way.
Here is a more concrete definition of spackling. Suppose that 
Here we adopt the convention that U −1/2 is the identity. A simple example of spackling comes from a plain wire with no gates, or more precisely, with all identity gates. Then spackle(P ) = P ⊗T +1 for P ∈ P. Observe that spackle preserves commutation relations if T is even. More generally (10) shows how spackle preserves the commutation relations of the Pauli algebra on the input qubits. In this sense it can be viewed as an injective homomorphism.
Another useful property of the spackling map is that its outputs are gauge-equivalent to its inputs. Again this relies on T being even, and can be illustrated on a single wire, where η 0 (P ) is gauge-equivalent to P ⊗T +1 for each P ∈ P. More generally we have:
Lemma 8. For P ∈ P n 0 +na , spackle(P )η 0 (P ) ∈ G.
Proof: By first (10) and then the fact that T is even, we have
By (6), this is contained in the gauge group.
Proving the isomorphism
Recall that our base code consists of a code C 0 with n 0 physical qubits, k 0 logical qubits, and distance d 0 , together with an error-detecting circuit for fault-tolerantly measuring the stabilizer generators. From this base code, we follow a sequence of intermediate codes and build our final code in stages. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4 we define code C i with gauge group G i , stabilizer group S i ∼ = Z(G i )/{±I} and logical group L i = N (G i )/S i , and standard code parameters n i , k i , and d i . We then build our code from the circuit for C 0 in the following stages:
• C 1 consists of just wires, i.e., a circuit with only identity gates.
• C 2 adds the unitary gates from the circuit.
• C 3 adds the initializations.
• C := C 4 adds the postselections.
Let's analyze the code properties of each of these. There are n 1 = n 0 + n a lines (wires), each consisting of an odd numbers of qubits, corresponding to circuits in which each line has an even number of circuit elements. In C 1 , suppose the wires have lengths l 1 , . . . , l n 0 +na . The gauge group G 1 is generated by {XX, ZZ} on nearest-neighbor qubits along wires. The logical group is
The stabilizer group S 1 is empty. These claims rely on the fact that each l i is odd, since if the l i were even then the elements of the logical group would commute with each other.
To get C 2 , we add the actual unitary gates from the circuit. The new gauge group G 2 is related to G 1 by conjugation. We do not conjugate each element of G 1 by the same unitary. Instead, label the generators η i t+1 (X)η i t (X), η i t+1 (Z)η i t (Z) of G 1 by a half-integer time t. For each P ∈ {X, Z} ⊗n 1 and each half-integer gate time t there is a generator η t+1 (P ) ⊗ η t (P ) of G 1 . For G 2 we replace this generator with η t+1 (U P U † ) ⊗ η t (P ), as illustrated in Table I . For example, if we apply a Hadamard gate, then the generators X ⊗ X, Z ⊗ Z are replaced with Z ⊗ X, X ⊗ Z. For a CNOT gate, we replace the generators 
The logical group is similarly twisted and now is
which follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 9. For any P acting on the input qubits, spackle(P ) commutes with all elements of G 2 .
Proof: Let g ∈ G 2 be a gauge generator and let ∈ L 2 . The generator g corresponds to a gate at some time t + 1/2. (Recall that we have not yet added initializations or postselections.) Let t denote the restriction of to the t th time step. Since is the spackle of some input operator P , we can write t = t τ =0 U τ −1/2 P t τ =0 U τ −1/2 † and similarly for t+1 . It follows that t+1 = U t+1/2 t U † t+1/2 . By definition, we can also express g = η t+1 (U t+1/2 QU † t+1/2 )η t (Q) for some Pauli Q. Since g is only supported on time steps t and t + 1, it sufficies to verify that g commutes with t t+1 . This is easily verified using the fact that conjugation by U t+1/2 is a group isomorphism and hence preserves commutation/anticommutation relations.
The stabilizer group S 2 is still empty. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the squeegee lemma (Lemma 5) and Lemma 8.
Lemma 10. Let P be a Pauli acting on the input qubits. Then η 0 (P ), spackle(P ) and η T (U ED P U † ED ) are all equivalent modulo G 2 . That is, the product of any pair of them is contained in G 2 .
Adding initializations brings us to C 3 . Of course, there is nothing fundamentally different from our code's perspective between initializations and postselections, since both consist of adding Z operators locally, and because our gates are reversible. The only asymmetry comes from our decision to analyze initializations first. Each initialization removes one generator from the logical group and adds it to the stabilizer group. (The conjugate element of the logical group becomes the corresponding error.) The initializations commute with each other. Now the logical and stabilizer groups are
Every new element of the gauge group is equivalent (modulo G 2 ) to one of these stabilizers, so the new gauge group is simply G 3 = G 2 ∪ S 3 . Note that we could have replaced any Z n 0 +i with −Z n 0 +i in (17) In general adding elements to the gauge group will cause the elements to move from the logical group to the stabilizer group and from the stabilizer group to the (pure) gauge group (i.e. G/S).
First we analyze the logical group L = L 4 . Let ρ be the tensor product of the maximally mixed state on the code subspace with the |0 0| state on the ancilla qubits, i.e.
For brevity, define S 0+a := S 0 ⊗ {I, Z} ⊗na so that ρ = 1 2 n 0 +na s∈S 0+a s. Before proceeding, we state a lemma. Lemma 11. Suppose S is a stabilizer subgroup of n qubits (i.e. abelian and not containing −1), σ := 2 −n s∈S s is the corresponding stabilizer state and P is a Pauli. Then trσP is equal to 0 if ±P ∈ S, 1 if P ∈ S and −1 if −P ∈ S.
Proof: The ±1 cases are immediate. If ±P ∈ S then P s = ±I for any s ∈ S implying that trP s = 0 for all s ∈ S.
Now the fact that the circuit is good means that
for all measurement locations (i, t) ∈ M . Along with Lemma 11, this implies that
As a result the s 1 , . . . , s na commute with each other and with L 0 . Since spackle preserves commutation relations it follows that spackle(s 1 ), . . . , spackle(s na ) commute with each other and with spackle(L 0 ). Using Lemma 10 we have that η i T (Z) spackle(s i ) ∈ G 2 for each i. Combined with η i T (Z) ∈ G 4 we have that spackle(s i ) ∈ G 4 for each i. Now we argue that in fact {spackle(s 1 ), . . . , spackle(s na )} ∈ S 4 . (Technically we prove this only up to an overall sign; i.e. we show that i spackle(s i ) ∈ S 4 for some i ∈ {−1, 1}, or equivalently we show that {±1} · spackle(s i ) ∈ {±1} · S 4 . However, we will neglect this issue in what follows, by arbitrarily choosing the + spackle(s i ) generator each time.) First observe that by Lemma 9, each spackle(s i ) commutes with G 2 . The new generators of G 3 are all of the form η n 0 +j 0 (Z), so they commute with spackle(s i ) iff they commute with the restriction of spackle(s i ) to time slice 0. But this restriction is just s i , which by (20) is in S 0+a and therefore commutes with each Z n 0 +j . Finally, since {spackle(s 1 ), . . . , spackle(s na )} commute with each other and also generate G 4 /G 3 , they commute with G 4 . We conclude that
But stabilizer groups can grow only by adding independent generators to them. More precisely, we have the following. 
We can characterize L 4 using a similar argument. A similar principle to Lemma 12 says that L 4 can only shrink relative to L 3 . That is, we have 
which follows from (16) . Then, since spackling preserves commutation relations, we can simplify (23) and use the definition of L 0 to obtain
We conclude that k = k 0 .
In what follows we write G := G 4 , S := S 4 , L := L 4 , since we will focus on the final code construction and not the intermediate steps used in the proof.
C. Distance
Definition 13. Given a collection of errors E = (E t ) t , define the weight |E t | to be the number of nonidentity terms in E t and define |E| = t |E t |.
Definition 14.
A subcircuit V is fault-tolerant if for any error pattern E either V E = 0 or there exists a Pauli operator E on the input qubits such that V E = V E and |E | ≤ |E|.
A crucial feature of this definition is its composability.
Lemma 15. If V (1) , . . . , V (T ) are fault-tolerant subcircuits of a circuit U = V (T ) · · · V (1) , then U is fault tolerant as well.
Proof: An error E on U partitions into errors E 1 , . . . , E T on the separate subcircuits. (Errors on wires in between subcircuits can be assigned arbitrarily to either of the connected subcircuits.) We can now repeatedly use Definition 14 to move errors back in time. That is, first find E T such that V (T )
Then we can consider E T to be errors on the output wires of V (T −1) , and can continue. In this way we move all the errors to the input of the full circuit U . It is possible that some subcircuit will evaluate to 0 during this process, in which case we have U E = 0 as well.
This definition can be related to the conventional notion of fault-tolerant error-detection as follows. Suppose we start with an input in the codespace of C and apply C along with depolarizing noise with strength in every time step at every qubit. Then the probability of a weight-d error arising on the output, conditioned on the postselections passing, will be O( d ) if and only C is fault-tolerant. We will not use this definition, but mention it only to provide intuition. Theorem 16. If V is a fault-tolerant error-detection circuit (i.e. satisfying Definitions 4 and 14) for a code with distance d then the corresponding localized code has distance d.
Proof: Let E be a Pauli error on the localized code, which we can think of equivalently as an error pattern on the circuit V . Suppose that E is a dressed logical operator. We would like to show that either E ∈ G or |E| ≥ d.
We will construct two different operators E 1 , E 2 , both gauge-equivalent to E (i.e. EE i ∈ G), and both localized to the qubits at time 0 (i.e. both input and ancilla qubits). First, by Lemma 5 there exists E 1 with the above properties. Second, from Definition 14 either V E = 0 or there exists E 2 such that V E = V E 2 and |E 2 | ≤ |E|. Both E 1 and E 2 (assuming it exists) commute with all of G and are localized to the time-0 qubits. Therefore each are of the form g i ⊗ h i where g i ∈ L 0 and h i ∈ {I, Z} na , since these are the only dressed logical operators localized to the time-0 qubits. By (7) we have V E = V E 1 = V E 2 (assuming for the last equality that V E = 0). Since h 1 acts trivially on the ancilla qubits, we have V E 1 = V g 1 . Thus V E = 0. Likewise we have V E 2 = V g 2 .
Thus V † V g 1 = V † V g 1 . By (2), we have s∈S 0 sg 1 = s∈S 0 sg 2 . This implies that g 1 g 2 ∈ S 0 . Combined with the fact that g 1 , g 2 ∈ L 0 and S 0 ∩ L 0 = {I}, we have g 1 = g 2 .
There are now two possibilities. One possibility is that g 1 = g 2 = I, in which case V = V E , implying E ∈ G. The other possibility is that g 1 = g 2 is a nontrivial member of the η 0 (L 0 ). In this case d ≤ |g 2 | ≤ |E 2 | ≤ |E|.
Since E was an arbitrary dressed logical operator, this implies that the distance of the localized code is ≥ d. Conversely, if E is a weight-d element of L 0 then η 0 (E) is a dressed logical operator of the localized code. Thus the localized code has distance equal to d.
V. FAULT-TOLERANT GADGETS
The final piece of our construction is a fault-tolerant gadget for measuring a single stabilizer generator. With this we can construct fault-tolerant circuits for any stabilizer code, and therefore sparse subsystem codes from any stabilizer code, completing the proof of Theorem 1.
The requirements for fault-tolerance here are markedly different from the those surrounding existing fault-tolerant measurement strategies. Our circuits are restricted to stabilizer circuits, and cannot make use of classical feedback or post-processing. On the other hand, the circuits here only need to detect errors rather than correct them. The gadgets we use are hence a variation on the DiVincenzo-Shor cat-state method [40, 41] , modified to detect instead of correct errors, and to do so with only Clifford gates (e.g. without majority voting).
The idea behind the gadgets is to prepare a w-qubit cat state 1 √ 2 (|0 ⊗w + |1 ⊗w ) and perform a CNOT from each qubit in the cat state to each qubit that we want to measure. If we then postselect on the cat state remaining unchanged, this postselects the measured qubits onto the +1 eigenspace of X ⊗w . The initial problem with this strategy is that it is not fault-tolerant: even though each measured qubit is involved in only one interaction, it is still possible for errors to propagate from the cat state into the measured qubits. To prevent this, we add additional CNOTs from the cat state into a block of check qubits. We will see that by building this pattern of CNOTs from an expander graph, the gadget can be made fault-tolerant.
First, we define these terms more precisely. 1. Given P ∈ P w and a undirected graph (V G , E G ) with degree d and |V G | ≥ w, there exists a postselection gadget for P that has size at most 3w
, and is composed of Clifford gates that act on no more than d + 2 wires at a time.
2. If (V G , E G ) has edge expansion ≥ 1 then this gadget is fault-tolerant.
Proof: It suffices to create fault-tolerant postselection gadgets for X ⊗w , since we can simply conjugate them with the appropriate single-qubit Clifford gates to postselect any Pauli operator. This preserves fault-tolerance since single-qubit gates are automatically fault-tolerant. Our construction uses two blocks of ancilla wires. There is one block with |V G | wires called the cat block and another block of |E G | ancillas that will be the parity block. The original w qubits being measured we refer to as the data block. These are depicted in Fig. 2 .
The circuit consists of the following steps, corresponding to the labeled steps in Fig. 2 .
Example configuration for the fault-tolerant postselection gadget, for w = 3. The data block consists of input wires which are postselected to a +1 eigenstate of X ⊗w . The cat block is prepared to contain a cat state, and the parity block is used for parity checks on that cat state.
1. The cat block is initialized to |+ ⊗ |0 ⊗|V G |−1 . The parity block is initialized to |0 ⊗|E G | .
2. CNOTs are performed from the first qubit of the cat block to each of the other cat qubits in turn; that is |V G |≥t≥2 cnot 1,t .
3. Label the first w vertices v 1 , . . . , v w . Then for each i ∈ [w] perform CNOTs from cat qubit v i to data qubit i and to each parity qubit in ∂v i . Thus each of the first w cat qubits is the control for d + 1 CNOTs. Since these commute, we perform their product as a single gate (for each cat qubit).
4. Now undo the CNOTs on the cat block from step 2 by performing them in reverse order.
5.
Finally postselect the cat block onto +| ⊗ 0| ⊗|V G |−1 and the parity block onto 0| ⊗|E G | .
As the name suggests, the operations on the cat block have the effect of preparing the cat state (|0 ⊗|V G | + |1 ⊗|V G | )/ √ 2 in steps (1-2) and postselecting onto it in steps (4-5). To analyze the parallel CNOTs in step (3), we consider the |0 ⊗|V G | and |1 ⊗|V G | branches of the superposition separately. The |0 ⊗|V G | branch is unaffected by the CNOTs. The |1 ⊗|V G | branch has the affect of applying an X operator to each qubit in the data block and applying v∈V G e∈∂v X e to the parity block. This latter expression equals the identity, since each edge appears twice in the product. Thus the state after step (3) is
where |ψ is the initial state of the data qubits. Postselecting the middle qubits onto a cat state then has the effect of projecting |ψ onto the +1 eigenspace of X ⊗w .
This shows that this gadget indeed performs a X ⊗w postselection if there are no errors and thereby proves part 1 of the Lemma. It remains only to show that the gadget is fault-tolerant if the graph has edge expansion ≥ 1.
Recall that the gadget V is fault-tolerant if, for any error pattern E, either V E = 0 or there exists E on the data qubits such that V E = V E and |E | ≤ |E|. To this end, consider an arbitrary error pattern E for which V E = 0. Write the gadget V as
Then Lemma 5 implies that there exists E supported on the input qubits (including ancilla) such that
Since V E = 0, we can assume that E is restricted to the data block. This is because the component of E acting on the ancillas either acts trivially on A i or maps it to zero. Next, decompose E as E = ±E Z E X . Using the fact that the gadget postselects onto the +1 eigenspace of the X ⊗w operator, we can WLOG replace E with X ⊗w E . We will use this freedom to assume that |E X | ≤ w/2. One fact we will use later is that
In this somewhat abused notation, E , E X , E Z refer to Pauli operators as well as the sets on which those operator act nontrivially. Now we fix E and show that any equivalent error pattern must have |E| ≥ |E |. Split E similarly into E = ±E X E Z that E X , E Z refer to error patterns and E X , E Z to Paulis located on the input qubits. Further split E X := E data X E cat X E parity X (and likewise for E Z ) corresponding to the components that act on each block. (Recall that E acts only on the data qubits.)
Since Z errors do not propagate from control to target, each Pauli in E Z must correspond to an odd number of Paulis in E data Z on the same qubits. Thus
The X errors, on the other hand, can arise either from X errors on the data qubits (i.e. E data X ) or from X errors on the cat state (i.e. E cat X ) that are propagated by the CNOTs. This latter case is the only possible route to a violation of fault-tolerance. Indeed the cat state preparation can turn one X error on the cat state into a much larger number of errors on the cat state and in turn on the data qubits.
Consider what happens when we propagate everything in E cat X back to time 0. Let S denote the set of wires in the cat block where an X error moves through one of the parallel CNOTs. In each of these locations, this causes an X error to appear on the data qubits and also on the corresponding locations in the parity block.
From S and E data X we can determine E X . For a given wire i ∈ [w] let [i ∈ S] denote the indicator function for i ∈ S and let e i denote the number of X's on qubit i in E data X . Then
This notation means that position i of E X has an X operator if [i ∈ S] + e i is odd and an I operator if not. We will need to also count the number of "cancellations" here. Define the number of cancellations to be C :
. Thus C represents the number of extra X operators that canceled each other out. To account for the possibility of multiplying by X ⊗w to reduce the weight of E X , we introduce the function θ(n) := min(n, w − n). From this process of generating E X we obtain
We will later use the fact that θ(m + n) ≤ θ(m) + n when n ≥ 0 as can be verified by enumerating cases. Since E data X ≥ C, this implies that
Now consider the X's in the parity block created in this manner. We will see that these occur on the qubits corresponding to ∂S. More precisely, each edge incident upon a qubit in S gets an X applied. Since these cancel for edges with two endpoints in S, we are left with a single X applied only to the qubits in ∂S. For the postselections to succeed we must have ∂S equal the set of wires in E parity X with an odd number of X's. Now the expanding condition implies that
We now can bound
Finally we argue that each Y appearing in E X ∩ E Z corresponds either to a Y appearing in E X ∩ E Z or at least one cancellation on the same qubit as that Y (guaranteeing that there is no double counting). This implies that |E X ∩ E Z | ≤ |E X ∩ E Z | + C. We conclude that |E | ≤ |E| and the gadget is fault tolerant.
Theorem 20. For each P ∈ P w , there exist fault-tolerant postselection gadgets composed of Clifford gates that act on at most 10 wires at a time, and which have size at most O(w).
Proof: For each w = 7 6c − 7 2c for some c, there exists a Ramanujan graph with degree d = 8 and w vertices [42] . The Ramanujan property means that the second largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix is ≤ 2 √ 7. By Cheeger's inequality [43] , this implies that the edge expansion is 35 . Choose c to be the minimum that satisfies w > w. Then w ≤ O(w). Therefore, by Lemma 19, there is a fault-tolerant postselection gadget that acts on at most d + 2 = 10 wires at a time, and with size at most O(w).
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1. Proof: For each stabilizer generator of weight w i , use Theorem 20 to construct a FT postselection gadget for that generator using O(w i ) qubits. Concatenating these we obtain a FT error-detecting circuit for the original stabilizer code, due to Lemma 15. Thus Theorem 16 implies that the localized code inherits the distance of the original stabilizer code.
VI. SPARSE QUANTUM CODES WITH IMPROVED DISTANCE AND RATE
Our Theorem 1 implies that substantially better distance can be achieved with sparse subsystem codes than has previously been achieved. The following argument is based on applying our main theorem to concatenated families of stabilizer codes with good distance. It was suggested to us by Sergey Bravyi and we are grateful to him for sharing it with us.
To apply this argument, we must first have that codes with good distance exist. This is guaranteed by the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound, one version of which states that if d−1 j=0 n j 3 j ≤ Theorem 21 (Restatement of Thm. 2). Quantum error correcting subsystem codes exist with gauge generators of weight O(1) and minimum distance d = n 1− where = O(1/ √ log n).
Proof: Begin with a base stabilizer code having parameters [n 0 , 1, d 0 ] where d 0 = δn 0 for some constant relative distance δ. Call this code C 0 . It has n 0 − 1 independent stabilizer generators each with weight ≤ n 0 . Let C m be the concatenation of C 0 with itself m times. Then C m is a [n m 0 , 1, d m 0 ] code whose stabilizer generators can be classified according to their level in the concatenation hierarchy. There are ≤ n m+1−j 0 generators at level j, each with weight ≤ n j 0 , for a total weight of ≤ mn m+1 0 . Next we apply Theorem 1 to C m , which produces a subsystem code with n ≤ bmn m+1 0 physical qubits, one logical qubit, distance d = d m 0 , and O(1)-weight gauge generators, where b is the implied constant from Theorem 1. We would like a bound of the form d ≥ n 1− for 0 < as small as possible. Taking the log of this inequality gives
The best upper bound is obtained by choosing m = O log n log 1/δ , and a straightforward calculation yields
A slightly improved constant and stronger control of the subleading term can be obtained using homological product codes [38] as the base code for the construction. This lowers the total weight of the concatenated generators slightly to ≤ O(n m+1/2 0 ). We can improve our estimate of to
by tracing through the previous argument.
VII. MAKING SPARSE CODES LOCAL
We can use SWAP gates, identity gates, and some rearrangement to embed the circuits from Theorem 1 into D spacetime dimensions so that all gates become spatially local. The codes constructed in this way are not just sparse, but also geometrically local. This results in nearly optimal distances of Ω n 1−1/D− [8] , as well as spatially local codes that achieve kd 2/(D−1) ≥ Ω(n) in D = 4 dimensions.
We will work with circuits laid out in D − 1 spatial dimensions and 1 time dimension. The depth of a circuit refers to its length in the time dimension, and its cross section is the volume of the smallest D − 1-dimensional spatial bounding box such that the bounding box contains every time slice of the circuit.
The first step will be to establish a way to compactly arrange sparse circuits with lots of mutually commuting subcircuits in D spacetime dimensions. This then makes it possible to show that faulttolerant measurement gadgets can be embedded compactly, and finally to construct error-detecting circuits that lead to spatially local codes. We begin by extending our notion of sparsity from codes to circuits and subcircuits.
Definition 22. Let M be a set of mutually commuting subcircuits that act on some set of data wires. M is k-sparse if for some k, each subcircuit in M acts on at most k data wires, and each data wire is acted on by at most k subcircuits of M . Lemma 23. Suppose there are n data wires and a k-sparse set M of commuting subcircuits that each have depth at most h and cross section O(1) when embedded in D − 1 spatial dimensions. Then there is a circuit that is local in D − 1 spatial dimensions that enacts all subcircuits in M , using depth O h + n 1/(D−1) and cross section O(n), treating D and k as constants.
Proof: First we split the commuting subcircuits into O(k 2 ) layers such that each layer can be enacted in parallel on disjoint data wires. Consider the graph with vertex set M and with an edge between each pair of subcircuits that share some common data wire that they both act on. Since M is sparse, the maximum degree in this graph is O(k 2 ). A greedy coloring of this graph uses O(k 2 ) colors, so we simply use each color as a separate layer.
We arrange the data wires arbitrarily in a hypercube lattice of side length O(n 1/(D−1) ) so that the cross section of the circuit is O(n). Before each layer of subcircuits, it will be necessary to permute the data wires to be within reach of the subcircuits that act on them. Such permutation circuits exist, using only nearest-neighbor SWAP gates, with depth at most O n 1/(D−1) [44] .
Hence the circuit contains k 2 layers, each of which consists of a permutation step with depth O n 1/(D−1) and a subcircuit-enacting step with depth h. Proof: Recall that the sparse version of the gadgets consists of a data block, a cat block, and a parity block (Section V and Fig. 2 ). To achieve locality, all of these blocks, which contain a total of O(w) wires including pre-and postselections, can be arranged arbitrarily in hypercubic lattices of side length O w 1/(D−1) and then spatially interlaced so that each data wire is next to a corresponding cat wire and a few parity wires. Overall the cross section is still O(w).
The CNOTs in the initialization of the cat block can be parallelized so that each wire spreads the superposition to their nearest neighbors that are not yet in the superposition. This takes at worst O w 1/(D−1) time steps for the superposition to spread from one corner of the hypercube to the opposite corner. The multi-target CNOTs in the gadgets all commute with each other, so Lemma 23 applies, with each gate as a separate subcircuit. This again takes only O w 1/(D−1) time steps, so that the overall depth is O w 1/(D−1) . Proof: Following the outline of the proof of Theorem 2, we start with a base code C 0 with parameters [n 0 , 1, d 0 ] and concatenate it m times to obtain C m , a code with parameters [n m 0 , 1, d m 0 ]. The j th level of concatenation will consist of n m−j 0 different "cells" of qubits, each of which supports precisely one copy of the base code at the appropriate level of concatentation. Each cell exposes one virtual qubit to the next level of concatenation, and at the same time is composed of n 0 different virtual qubits from the previous level. We arrange the base code as a (D − 1)-dimensional cube of side length O n 1/(D−1) 0 . Each cell in the concatenation then uses that same spatial layout, but with each qubit of the base code replaced by a cell from the previous level. Thus the linear length scale increases by a factor of O n 1/(D−1) 0 at each successive level of concatenation, such that the overall side length is O n 1/(D−1) and the overall cross section is O(n). This creates a recursive, self-similar pattern that resembles a Sudoku puzzle layout in the example of D = 2 spatial dimensions.
We arrange the stabilizer postselections into m layers through the time dimension, with each layer corresponding to a level of concatenation. Within the j th layer, each of the j th -level cells postselects their stabilizers at the same time; this can be done in parallel since all of the stabilizers are contained within their own cells. There are at most n 0 stabilizers to be measured per cell, each of which have weight at most n j 0 . By Lemma 24, measuring these will use depth O(n j/(D−1) 0 ) while keeping the cross section at O(n j 0 ) per cell, or O(n) total. Summing over all the layers of concatenation, the dominant contribution is from the final mth layer, with a volume of O n 1+1/(D−1) . We can repeat the argument from Theorem 2, and choosing m = O( √ log n) we find the stated scaling claim. This same idea can be used to take existing codes that are sparse but not embeddable in lowdimensional spaces without large distortion and turn them into subsystem codes that are still sparse, but spatially local in D dimensions for constant D. The next theorem does exactly this, and with some interesting consequences.
For the class of local commuting projector codes in D dimensions, Bravyi, Poulin, and Terhal have proven [9] the following inequality
This class of codes is more general than stabilizer codes, but does not include subsystem codes, so this bound does not apply to our construction. Nonetheless, it is interesting for comparison. The next theorem shows that any analogous bound for subsystem codes cannot improve beyond constant factors, and also that improving the existing bound would require using structure that isn't present in general subsystem codes.
Theorem 26. For each D ≥ 2 there exist spatially local sparse subsystem codes with parameters k ≥ Ω n 1−1/D and d ≥ Ω n (1−1/D)/2 . In particular, kd 2/(D−1) ≥ Ω(n).
Proof:
We start with the [n 0 , Ω(n 0 ), Ω( √ n 0 )] quantum LDPC code due to Tillich and Zémor [32] . This is a sparse stabilizer code, so in its syndrome-detecting circuit the stabilizer-postselection gadgets form a sparse set of mutually commuting subcircuits that are each of bounded size. Hence Lemma 23 applies, and yields a spatially local Clifford circuit with size O n 1+1/(D−1) 0 . Converting this circuit into a code then gives us the parameters [n, Ω n 1−1/D , Ω n (1−1/D)/2 ] in a D-dimensional spatially local code.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The construction presented here leaves numerous open questions. We have not addressed the important issue of efficient decoders for these codes. It seems likely that the subsystem code can be decoded efficiently if the base code can, but we have not yet checked this in detail and leave this to future work. One potential stumbling block is that the subsystem code requires measuring gauge generators which must be multiplied together to extract syndrome bits. Since the stabilizers for our subsystem codes are in general highly nonlocal and products of many gauge generators, this might lead to difficulties in achieving a fault-tolerant decoder in the realistic case of noisy measurements.
Another open question is whether the distance scaling of Theorems 2 and 3 can be extended to apply also to k to some degree. Improving the fault-tolerant gadgets or using specially designed base codes seem like obvious avenues to try to improve on our codes. Conversely, extending the existing upper bounds by Bravyi [37] to D > 2, as well as extending the bound from Bravyi, Poulin, and Terhal [9] to subsystem codes would be also be interesting. We conjecture that Eq. (38) extends to subsystem codes, and that the scaling in Theorem 26 is tight.
It would be interesting to see if the base codes for our construction could be extended to include subsystem codes. This would open up the possibility to bootstrap this construction into multiple layers of concatenation.
It is still an open question whether any distance greater than O( √ n log n) can be achieved for stabilizer codes with constant-weight generators. If an upper bound on the distance for such stabilizer codes were known, then it could imply an asymptotic separation between the best distance possible with stabilizer and subsystem codes with constant-weight generators, like the separation for spatially local codes in D = 2 dimensions [37] .
Another open question is whether the recent methods of Gottesman [3] for using sparse codes in fault-tolerant quantum computing (FTQC) schemes can be modified to work with subsystem codes. If they could, then improving our scaling with k would imply that FTQC is possible against adversarial noise at rate R = exp(−c √ log n). We conjecture pessimistic answers to both questions, i.e., sparse stabilizer codes cannot achieve distance above O( √ n log n) and FTQC is impossible against rate-R adversarial noise. Nevertheless, subsystem codes have in the past proven useful for FTQC [6] and we are hopeful that our codes might assist in further developments of FTQC techniques.
Finally, we cannot resist the temptation to speculate on the ramifications of these codes for self-correcting quantum memories. The local versions of our codes in 3D have no string-like logical operators. To take advantage of this for self-correction, we need a local Hamiltonian that has the code space as the (at least quasi-) degenerate ground space and a favorable spectrum. The underlying code should also have a threshold against random errors [45] . The obvious choice of Hamiltonian is minus the sum of the gauge generators, but this will not be gapped in general. Indeed, the simplest example of a Clifford circuit -a wire of identity gates -maps directly onto the quantum XY model, which is gapless when the coupling strengths are equal [46] , but somewhat encouragingly is otherwise gapped and maps onto Kitaev's proposal for a quantum wire [47] . Other models of subsystem code Hamiltonians exist; some are gapped [17, 20, 22] and some are not [12, 48] . Addressing the lack of a satisfying general theory of gauge Hamiltonians is perhaps a natural first step in trying to understand the power of our construction in the quest for a self-correcting memory.
